
 
Why did you choose to work with The Kristan Cole Team? 

 Because trying to sell by owner was not working. -Micah Dippel 

 We found the phone number and just went with it. -michael@jodie hiett 

 We were already working with a buyer specialist on the Kristen Cole team, when 
we decided to sell, the contact and attention we received, made the selection 
easy. -Susan Brunner 

 Good reputation –Babette Robertson 

 My daughter had Kristi and recommended her. We love her!! She does a great 
job and is very sweet. -Deb Cole 

 When I think of realtors, Kristan Cole is the first one that comes to mind! I've 
heard so many good things I figured I'd give it a try. Absolutely no regrets with 
going with you all! -Kylie Boepple 

 Best initial contact of the 3 agents we talked with -Barb Morris 

 I just went online and pulled up real estate sales and you guys were One of three 
that responded back to my call. -Donald Demaster 

 Previous experience with your office. The initial time was location and 
friendliness when I walked through the door. -Kathy Kern 

 Advertising -Neal Petersen 

 Worked with Kristi before, knowledgeable and excellent to work with! -William 
long 

 Good name, Charlie made contact after we took house off the market with other 
real estate company and was very personable. Seemed very knowledgeable. -
Barbara McIntire 

 We wanted o look at a house on your site -Guy Fisher 

 Their past sales numbers and the personal attention. -Russell G Wilson 

 No reason, we just got lucky. We just looked into buying this house and ended up 
working with Quake and his team. They all did a great job!! -Donald Lenaghen 

 We originally purchased thru Kristan Cole, from a buyer's experience we were 
pleased. -Honnen McLeod 

 We seen excellent reviews online. -Daniel Kincaid 

 Community Reputation -Roger Chenoweth 

 They had had a good reputation – Jennifer Saley 

 Because Kristan in a personal friend and is a great person! – Linda Hotchkiss 



 
 Reputation! – Michael Oakley 

 Proven results -John Earle 

 I was referred to them. -Jennifer Hawkins 

 We had worked with Kristi when we purchased and found her to be very 
personable and knowledgeable. -Jimmy Cantrell 

 a friend recommendation -Mike McCann 

 My daughter in law recommended. -Linda Rutherford 

 Received a mail brochure from the agency -Jeffery Sheffield 

 Advertisement -Heidi Angle 

 Had a friend working there -Kevin Walsh 

 Seemed much more experienced than the agent we were originally with based 
on website bio -Joey Hatcher 

 We are return customers, we used KC to purchase the home 05-06 -Martha 
Bush 

 

 
When you think about your real estate experience, what stands out most in your 
mind? 

 The fact that just the mere sign had people looking at the house. -Micah Dippel 

 Getting stuff done. -michael@jodie hiett 

 The team is professional and dedicated to excellence. Every person that I dealt 
with, from the person who answers the phone, to the stager, was highly 
knowledgeable and efficient. -Susan Brunner 

 Excellent listening skills, taking action based upon needs. -Babette Robertson 

 Happy that it is over. -Deb Cole 

 It was stressful, but Jubilee handled all of our problems gracefully, quickly, and 
made sure we were 100% comfortable with every decision. -Kylie Boepple 

 Did a good job of keeping me informed as to what was happening and when -
Barb Morris 

 How fast everything went, and how this experience over my last one was much 
more knowledge to offer -Donald Demaster 

 The long process and bumps along the way. -Kathy Kern 

 She got it done! Very straightforward no wasting time or energy! Got us what we 
wanted for the price we wanted fast! -William long 

 Excellent agent -Guy Fisher 



 
 Fast sale -Russell G Wilson 

 I thought it was a great experience. My wife and I had never bought a house 
before. What stands out most is how everyone explained every step. When a 
brief hurdle was meant, the team got us through it. -Donald Lenaghen 

 Prompt response to communications (e-mail, phone). -Honnen McLeod 

 Negotiating on different levels -Daniel Kincaid 

 Precise Market analysis by Kristi -Roger Chenoweth 

 Marketing – Jennifer Saley 

 No pressure! – Linda Hotchkiss 

 Efficiency -John Earle 

 It went pretty smooth. -Jennifer Hawkins 

 The positive attitude and friendliness of Kristi and Tiffany! -Jimmy Cantrell 

 Renee knew where and what I was looking for and found the place for sell soon 
as it was listed -Mike McCann 

 The quality of service. -Linda Rutherford 

 Knowing how thing are completed with the least expense to the seller -Jeffery 
Sheffield 

 How helpful and understanding when I asked questions. How they went out of 
their way to meet y needs. -Heidi Angle 

 Willingness to show a lot of houses quickly while actively helping in the 
subtraction process -Joey Hatcher 

 Nothing happened on schedule and contracts mean nothing -Martha Bush 
 

 
When you think of our services, what 3 words come to mind? Of the services, we 
provided, please underline what was the most important? 

 Extremely effective advertising -Micah Dippel 

 Time/ closing / patchents. -michael@jodie hiett 

 Professional, attentive, informed. The expectations we were given were 
incredible accurate. -Susan Brunner 

 Timely, Knowledgeable, Smart -Babette Robertson 

 Friendly, Experienced, Communication -Deb Cole 

 Knowledgeable, Professional, and Caring! I honestly can't decide which is most 
important because they were kind of a package deal. -Kylie Boepple 

 Conscientious, trustworthy, knowledgeable -Barb Morris 



 
 Motivated, Fast paced. -Donald Demaster 

 Friendliness, prompt, and energetic -Kathy Kern 

 Prompt, engaged, low pressure -Neal Petersen 

 Experienced, knowledgeable, friendly -William long 

 Knowledge, Personalized, caring -Guy Fisher 

 Professional, Curious & Friendly -Russell G Wilson 

 Best of best! Services: constant communication with us. -Donald Lenaghen 

 I loved how easy documents were electronically signed! So convenient!! -Honnen 
McLeod 

 Timeliness, Communication, and Negotiation. (Timeliness) -Daniel Kincaid 

 Professional! Personable! Pleasant -Roger Chenoweth 

 Patient, Caring, Understanding- Jennifer Saley 

 Efficient, Helpful, Professional – Linda Hotchkiss 

 Effective courteous efficient – James Belz 

 Competence, efficiency, professional -John Earle 

 Knowledgeable, Friendly, Good communication -Jennifer Hawkins 

 Professional and responsive. Thats only two, but they are the most important for 
outstanding customer service. -Jimmy Cantrell 

 Prompt communication -Mike McCann 

 Quality, experience, knowledge. -Linda Rutherford 

 Dependable, knowledgeable, timely -Jeffery Sheffield 

 experienced, helpful, great communication skill -Heidi Angle 

 Professional, prompt and knowledgeable -Joey Hatcher 

 Accessible, knowledgeable resource -Martha Bush 

 
 

What did we do that added the greatest value to you in the sale of your property? 

 The closing agent was helpful. -Joni Stamm 

 Honestly the staging made the house look awesome. -Micah Dippel 

 Showed us the home we wanted. -michael@jodie hiett 

 The staging was magnificent. -Susan Brunner 

 Assisted with clean up after renter moved out, this was greatly appreciated since 
we were so far away. -Babette Robertson 

 Communicated well -Deb Cole 



 
 I didn't realize buying property was so confusing. There was so much going on 

that I had no idea what it meant or how to answer, or even which step to take 
next! Jubilee was extremely knowledgeable with everything and helped explain 
all of the legal jargon that was being tossed around in contracts and documents. -
Kylie Boepple 

 Accepted my ideas/opinions -Barb Morris 

 We worked on the seller and his purchase agreement. -Donald Demaster 

 Follow through -Kathy Kern 

 Knowledge in handling foreclosures. Got us what we wanted for less than we 
expected to spend. -William long 

 The house sold and happy with that. -Barbara McIntire 

 Making it a fast process from listing to contract -Russell G Wilson 

 Evert step was completely explained. Tiffany was absolutely awesome!! -Donald 
Lenaghen 

 Just that, you sold our house!!!!! Hired a stagger and took professional photos. -
Honnen McLeod 

 Timeliness throughout the sale via long distance outta state. -Daniel Kincaid 

 Told us what it was worth -Roger Chenoweth 

 They Were Very Patient With My Difficult X-husband And Helped Out In Every 
Way They Could- Jennifer Saley 

 Kept me informed on all the communications. Constant updates. – Linda 
Hotchkiss 

 Sold in 22 days – James Belz 

 Kept us motivated - Kelvin Simonson 

 The listing preparations. -Jimmy Cantrell 

 I received more money. -Linda Rutherford 

 Tried to keep us informed of all the aspects of the sale -Jeffery Sheffield 

 Well two actually 1. answering all my questions without making me feel stupid 2. 
accommodated my special needs i.e.: meeting me at the car so I would not have 
to use my wheelchair. -Heidi Angle 

 Pictures -Kevin Walsh 

 Helped actively to find the RIGHT house -Joey Hatcher 

 Stayed after it -Martha Bush 
 

 
 



 
What might we do to be of greater value to you the next time you buy or sell with 
us? 

 Can't think of anything. -Micah Dippel 

 The same as this time. Get it done. -michael@jodie hiett 

 Can't think of anything -Babette Robertson 

 I honestly don't think you could do any better. I'd heard that realtors are stressful 
and a lot of them aren't any help but my experience totally beat everything I've 
heard. I'm glad I will have a story to share with others about how great they are! -
Kylie Boepple 

 I should have stood stronger on splitting closing costs. -Barb Morris 

 Not sure you have no control over the buyer agent and buyers -Kathy Kern 

 Sell it for a lot more than I paid! -Neal Petersen 

 Nothing! Your team is awesome! -William long 

 I really wouldn't change a thing. It was a awesome experience. -Donald 
Lenaghen 

 Nothing very pleased. -Honnen McLeod 

 Keep up the good work -Daniel Kincaid 

 Stay in touch -John Earle 

 Everything was great. -Jennifer Hawkins 

 Don't know. You guys were great. -Linda Rutherford 

 
 

Overall impressions... What is your overall impression of The Kristan Cole Team? 

 Very thorough, experienced, and knowledgeable realtor. -Micah Dippel 

 Great. -michael@jodie hiett 

 I highly recommend Kristin Cole's team already. Our experience has been great. 
-Susan Brunner 

 Excellent service, knowledgeable agents and assistants -Babette Robertson 

 Excellent team!! -Deb Cole 

 I love y'all! Without you I would not have been able to accomplish this feat. -Kylie 
Boepple 

 Excellent & timely sale -Barb Morris 
 



 
 In general we liked how quake haydon could relate to us on a many level. He 

gave us a lot of good pointers when looking at buying a home in the valley. Also 
his enthusiasm was off the chart good. very lucky to have him on your team -
Donald Demaster 

 Great -Kathy Kern 

 Quake was awsome as was Tiffany -Neal Petersen 

 Love you guys! Kristi is awesome, Tiffany is great! Your team communicates 
well, works fast, and knows what to do. Really friendly and a joy to work with! -
William long 

 Very professional and friendly -Guy Fisher 

 Wonderful experience from start to finish -Russell G Wilson 

 I think this team has the best of the best! -Donald Lenaghen 

 Professional, timely, organized. -Honnen McLeod 

 Very Professional, and knowledgeable throughout entire process. -Daniel Kincaid 

 
Would you be willing to give us a quote to use in our advertising & social 
networking? 

 Closed on the sale of my house from listing to closing in less than 60 days. -
Micah Dippel 

 The Kristin Cole Team is top-notch through both the buying and selling process. 
We are extremely satisfied with the attention and treatment we received. We 
don't ever want to move again, but if we had to, we would go back to Kristin 
Cole's team in a heartbeat. -Susan Brunner 

 They got er done in the end!!! Haha -Deb Cole 

 What a great team to take the next step in your life with :) -Kylie Boepple 

 I'm not a marketing type of guy. you're doing great -Donald Demaster 

 "Super enthusiastic go getters..." -Kathy Kern 

 I told Quake what I was looking for In a house he found me my "home" -Neal 
Petersen 

 " Kristen Cole real-estate. The best of the best." -Donald Lenaghen 

 Comprehensive market analysis...prequalified buyers ready and waiting... 

 the most professional and personal staff...a seller's dream come true! –Roger 
Chenoweth 



 
 Great team that makes the buying process as easy as possible. – Linda 

Hotchkiss 

 The most professional and effective real estate team around bar none. – James 
Belz 

 The most attentive and professional agents I have worked with. -John Earle 

 Best team in Alaska! -Heidi Angle 

 "Save yourself the time and frustration- go with Kristin Cole! They are the best in 
the business" -Joey Hatcher 

 If you want results call the Kristan Cole team! -Martha Bush 

 


